BIKE PARK ORIENTATION GUIDE

NEW TRAILS COMING SOON

1. Stay on marked trails. Do not cut corners.
2. Mountain weather changes quickly.
3. Stay hydrated. Drink water before, during and after your ride.
4. Wear the appropriate gear. Expect to fall, so pads, helmet and shoes are required.
5. Be aware of unmarked obstacles and trail hazards. The Bike Park is a dynamic environment with changing conditions.
6. Ride with a partner.
7. Body armour and a full-face helmet are mandatory for new riders to the Bike Park.

SAFETY FIRST

FOR RIDE-AlONGS: JOIN US AT THE OUTFIELD, WHERE YOU CAN PRACTICE RIDING ON SMALL FEATURES, CORNERING, JUMPING AND BALANCING.

FUEL YOUR RIDE

The Bike Park’s freshest and purest singletrack Technical Trails.

GARBANZO ZONE

PEAK ZONE LIMITED ACCESS

Due to the sensitivity of the trail, the number of riders accessing the Peak Zone limited per day and requires an additional $23 top of the world lift ticket. Advanced purchase is strongly encouraged. The Peak Zone is limited per day and requires an additional $23 top of the world lift ticket. It's important to stay hydrated, eat a snack or take a break, and use sunblock to minimize the risk of injury. Always ride with a partner.

EMERGENCIES & FIRST AID

Fire and medical emergencies: 911

ON-MOUNTAIN EMERGENCIES: 604.935.5555

OFF-MOUNTAIN EMERGENCIES: 604.938.FIRE

BIKE PARK MAP

BIKE PARK ZONES

SAFETY - INHERENT RISK - EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY

As with any adventure sports, riding at the Whistler Bike Park involves the risk of injury including serious injury or death.

The use of the Whistler Bike Park is subject to the Bike Park release of liability, waiver of claims and assumption of risk agreement.

For further details, please contact legal services.
Understanding Bike Park Signage

At Whistler Bike Park, all trails are marked with colored signs. Some signs are also marked with signs that indicate the start of each descent. Trails with an orange oval indicate Freeride trails and other natural or constructed features. All Freeride trails are machine-cut and feature organic obstacles and the rugged shape and terrain of the area. Technical trails are identified by features that require technical riding skills. Technical trails are machine-cut and feature organic obstacles and other natural or constructed features. All Freeride trails are identified with an orange oval.

For the beginner to intermediate rider.

The original Bike Park zone with the largest variety of trails and features. All Freeride trails are identified with an orange oval.

Intermediate jump and drop zone.

Technical trails are identified with blue and yellow oval signs. These trails are designed to challenge advanced riders.

FREERIDE TRAILS
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BLACK DIAMOND

FREEDOM TRAIL

WEST COAST"